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A 
ThP committ~e on BudgPt:s hcrPby 1rnbmit11 lo the ~urnp,-.rn l',w I ianW'nt. 
thE' fol lowing motion for .i reRolution, together with t;xplanatory 
statement: 
1'1.Q!.I..9N FQB....~ RESOLUTION 
on parliamentary control of the financial operations of the EDF. 
The European Parliament, 
noting that the combined application of, firstly, the provisions 
of the Internal Agreement on the financing and administration of 
community aid1 put into effect in implementation of the Convent~on 
of Lome, and, secondly, the provisions of the Treaty of 22 July 
19752 , results in its acquiring exclusive responsibility for the 
discharge in respect of the operations of the 4th EDF; 
taking the view that responsibility for the discharge cannot be 
dissociated from the responsibility for adopting the budget, 
except during a transitional period; 
desiring to take stock of the budgetary control and financial 
problems in this area so as to be in the best possible position 
to assume its new responsibilities; 
having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgets and the opinion 
of the Committee on Development and Cooperation (Doc. 203/78). 
1. Attaches the highest importance, in the context of the renewal 
of the Convention of Lome, to the impcovement of the budgetary 
control procedures in view of Parliament's increased powers in 
this area; 
2. Notes the eminently political character of the responsibilities 
assumed by the Commission in connection with the administration 
of the EDF and considers that, without wishing to interfere in 
these administrative responsibilities, it wo~ld be failing in 
its duty if it did not give the Commission po~itical backing 
based in particular on experience acquired through budgetary 
control; 
3. Is of the opinion that for effective Community financing it 
is essential in the first place to draw up a community plan for 
development aid policy coordinated with national policies; 
believes that financing by Member States' contributions is an 
1rnternal Agreement of 11 July 1975 
2Treaty of 22 July 1975, OJ No. L 359 of 31.12.77, p.l. 
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obstacle to the working out and implementation of such a plan; 
4. considers it indispensable that the Community adopt a clear 
position on the principle of the budgetization of the 5th EDF 
before the negotiations for the renewal of the Lorn~ Convention 
get under way, and therefore calls upon the ether institutions 
concerned, having regard to their earlier standpoints, to 
reaffirm solemnly their commitment to this principle; 
5. Considers that the Council and Parliament, as the budgetary 
authority, should forthwith begin an examin~tion of the 
techniques of such budgetization, based on C~mmission proposals; 
6. Pledges its political support to the Commission in its effort 
to reduce and eliminate the sources of imbalance as regards 
access for nationals of the different Member States to the 
markets financed by the EDF; 
7. Notes the decisive role played by the Commission's delegations 
in the control and supervision of the implemE:ntation of ¥%'Ojects; 
8. Considers, however, that the financial rules applicable to 
these delegations suffer from an anomaly in that their operating 
expenses are charged to the EDF allocation received by the 
ACP State concerned; 
9. Restates the criticism it has made of the b~dgetary, accounting, 
fisca 1 and personnel aspects of the statute and operation of 
the EAC and will judge the reforms proposed by the Commission 
on the basis of the extent to which they are likely to eliminate 
the present shortcomings; 
10. Ca 11.s upon its Committee on Budgets and its Control Subcommittee, 
acting in liaison with its committee on Development and 
Cooperation, to maintain their efforts to est~blish continuous 
budgetary control by Parliament of EDF activities; 
ll. Will state its views in due course on the various budgetary 
problems to be faced in connection with the renewal of the 
Convention of Lorn~ - budgetization of the EDF, the size of the 
appropriation to be allocated to it, the administrative and 
financial rules applicable to the services responsible for its 
management, etc.; will examine to that end, on the basis of 
the work of its appropriate committees, the documents forwarded 
by the Commi.c;sion: 
I:;,. Jnr;tructs its Pr«'!sidant to forward this resolution and the report of 
its committee to the Council and Commission c:,f the Eut·opean Communities. 
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
1. From ~he outset, the work of the 'Control' subcommittee was divided 
up amongst its Aembers on the basis of the various sectors subject to 
parliamentary c,>ntrol. The intention in this working document is to 
take stock of t;1e subcommittee's work in relation to the EDF. It has been 
drawn up in the same spirit which inspired the creation of the subcommittee 
itself. P1rliamentary control would be failing in its duty if it were 
content to remain the sum of the various internal and external forms of 
control wh.ch preceded it. Its role should not be to superimpose itself 
on such forms ot control or to replace them. On the contrary, it should 
be political in nature, and use their results as a springboard for 
specific political initiatives. 
2. The method adopted to assess the EDF was therefore: 
(a) to make us~ of the experience of the various administrative 
and central services involved: 
(b) from t~is experience, to produce a list of essential principles 
for tha sound and efficient management of EDF appropriations: 
(c) to ascertain whether the principles have been translated into rules: 
(d) to assesa t~e extent to which such rules have been applied. 
A work prog·~amme was drawn up, putting this method into practice. 
At present, only one part of the work programme has been carried out. 
However, we must take stock, and obtain the widest possible political 
support for the continuation of the work. 
3. The ra~porteur,with the agreement of the subcommittee, felt that 
his task would be both easier and more consistent if, instead of 
attempting to cover the administration of the EDF as a whole, he selected 
one or two individual areas. This working document is therefore based 
specifically on enquiries covering transport infrastructure and relating 
to the Central African Empire. 
Of course, an investigation into the administration of the EDF would 
be beyond th3 scope of a working document of this nature and should be 
carried out ,n a full-time basis. The present report cannot therefore 
be more than interim in character. 
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I. FINDINGS 
4. The rapport.eur 's investigation covered - or will cover - three 
stages of the Community financing process: preparation, administration and 
control of impl~mentation. He drew on the experience of the departments 
responsible for implementation to work out a framework of principles for 
the sound ind efficient administration of EDF appropriations. These 
principles having been established, it remained to ascertain whether 
they had b(,en translated into rules and actually applied. 
A. Financial_ereEaration 
5. One of the essentials for the efficient financing of development 
aid is to draw LP a coherent overall plan based on an exact assessment 
of needs. 
To be feasible, such a plan must also take the political aspect of 
development aid into account, which assumes the political equality of the 
various pa1tners as a matter of principle. 
6. The L~me Convention and the implementing pr0 visions took these 
requirements fully into account, laying down detailed procedures which 
bring decisions on finance firmly within programmes drawn up on the 
basis of the needs and priorities of the ACP States. The latter 
participate in the programming and in the preparation and execution of 
the projects. 
7. In pra~tice, each ACP State receives a multiannual allocation charged 
to the overlll appropriations for the Convention and fixed according 
to objectiv~ criteria such as the size of the country, the particular 
problems of development encountered and, as far as possible, the amount of aid 
and subsidies received from other sources. 
The Commiss:·.on then draws up an indicative programme specifying how 
the budget is to be used. To this end, it sends an on-the-spot programming 
mission to prepa:~e a sector-by-sector breakdown of the appropriations. 
The amount c ,f detail the breakdown contains varies depending on whether 
or not the iCP State has worked out specific priorities. 
The authorities in the country concerned frequently submit an 
initial list of projects involving expenditure far above the maximum limit. 
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The Commission then attempts to persuade the ACP State to accept a selection 
of these projects on the criterion of profitability. In the course of 
negotiations a compromise list is drawn up, as far as possible in line with 
this criterion and the maximum funds available. 
reviewed subsequently. 
However, this list may be 
If the negotiations are prolonged, a start may be made on those 
projects which are not subject to doubt. 
8. At the financial preparation stage, two sets of problems must be 
solved in turn: 
(a) Determination and allocation of the overall Community appropriations 
for development aid to ACP countries. 
current practice is to attempt to reconcile on the one hand the 
consistency and objectivity needed for an effective development aid 
policy, and on the other the fundamental principle of development aid, 
which is to respect the political equality of the partners and the 
sovereignty of recipien~Slls This enabled the ACP countries to 
influence the decision on the overall level of appropriations during 
the negotiations on the Convention. Conversely, however, the method 
used to determine the allocation to individual ACP states reveals a 
certain discrepancy between the objective principles and criteria 
which are supposed to be applied, and the political nature of the 
desired outcome. 
The chairman of the subcommittee and the rapporteur felt that, in order 
to discharge its responsibilities in respect of the budgetary control 
of the EDF, Parliament must be able to assess the validity of these 
criteria and how they are applied. 
After hearing the commission on this matter, naturally under conditions 
of strict confidentiality, the subcommittee would perhaps be in a posi-
tion to state its views on the principle and technique of EDF budgetiza-
tion. 
(b) Reconciliation of the ACP States' priorities and the Community's 
priorities. 
To this end, the Commission works on the basis of an objective assessment 
of the profitability of the investment. However, it is obvious that 
other, political factors will also be involved. On the one hand, 
profitability is not the sole criterion used by the ACP States in 
drawing up their priorities, and it is liable to take second place to 
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political considerations. On the other hand, the profitability of a 
finaLcial investment cannot be assessed without taking into account 
naticaal development aid. Although national aid at present frequent-
ly complements Community aid at the level of individual projects, 
coordination of national and political development aid programmes is 
still rudimentary at higher levels. 
The neceseary recourse to certain political criteria in fixing 
priorities for development aid would allow the Commission to impose 
more consistency in the execution of what should become a true common 
policy on development aid. 
B. Im}?lementation 
9. Gener~lly speaking, the management of the EDF produces results reason-
ably close to its objectives. However, there are still too many failures: 
inordinate delays in the completion of projects, large cost overruns, the 
abandonment of projects which prove to be impracticable. The causes for 
this fall into two categories: technical, where the failures may be as-
cribed to faults at the planning stage: political, where considerations of 
profitabil~ty have been disregarded. 
10. The Lollle Convention and the implementing provisions, especially the 
Internal Agreement and the Financial Regulation of the EDF, provide a number 
of safeguards i~ these two areas. To ensure the best possible technical 
preparation of projects and, at the execution stage, to lend weight to 
criteria of profitability as opposed to political considerations, these 
documents ~mbody the management principles applied at Community level and, 
in additic,, take into account the special features of administering funds 
in locatic1s often very far from the headquarters of the Community. 
11. Thus, Article 53 of the Convention seeks to provide all the safeguards 
necessary to ba~k up the evaluation of projects and to ensure that, as far 
as possible, th~y will achieve their objectives by using the most effective 
and profitable ~oute. To this end, it is stipulated that the technical, 
social, economic, trade, financial, organizational and management aspects 
of the pro;ects shall be reviewed. 
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12. For t1e purposes of Article 53, the Commission has drawn up detailed 
forms for iach of the various sectors affected by EDF financing, listing 
the variou3 operations in the appraisal of a project. As an example, the 
form used for a~praising roadbuilding projects is attached1 
13. In practice, it is still difficult to judge whether these forms 
enable the prin=iples laid down in Article 53 of the Convention to be 
applied satisfa,~torily, as they have only recently been introduced. 
However, t:1ey a:;::e certainly a step in the right direction. 
Never:heless, it is unlikely that this procedure, being bureaucratic 
in nature ·.nd therefore relatively inflexible, will be capable of coping 
'>dth diffi ~ulties arising from human or political factors. 
14. Examina·::ion of an individual case, in the Central African Empire, 
(the Bangui slaughterhouse) 2 showed that the causes of the failure or 
partial failure of a project may be connected with the local political 
situation. For a project to be successful the authorities on the spot 
must have a con3istent policy into which the project can be dovetailed. 
In the case in ~uestion, the project fell within the terms of a policy 
for develo>ing beef and veal production, but the government of the 
Central Af ·ican Empire took various decisions inconsistent with this 
policy as ,1 whole and with the very existence of a modern slaughterhouse; 
on several occasions uncontrolled slaughtering was permitted. 
15. Another cause of failure which the Commission's appraisal forms would 
do little to re•,1edy was revealed by the examination of the Bangui 
slaughterh0use project. The slaughterhouse was unfortunately designed to 
European s~anda~ds, and was ill-suited to African conditions, especially 
to the spe!d of work, which is determined by the climate. Project 
planning m•st therefore allow for human factors as well as statistics 
and figure, otherwise the project has little chance of survival once 
aid has ce,tsed. 
1 Annex I 
2 PE 50.181 
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16. The forms ~sed by the Commission for project evaluation in accordance 
with Article 53 of the Lame Convention should be assessed in the light of 
the activities of the delegates, whose experience of and direct insight 
into the p1oblems may be used to make pra~tical amendments to the present 
rather ovei -technical procedure. 
Execution of projects 
17. The effectiveness and profitability of financing may be 
gravely jeopard~zed if contracts for the project are awarded on the basis 
of criteria which do not conform to the principles of equal terms and 
fair competition. On the other hand, the disproportionate share held by 
firms from Member States has become a political problem of dimensions 
which may <ven threaten the continuance of Community aid. 
An exce5sive imbalance between the proportion of contracts held 
by firms from Member States and those held by firms of the ACP States 
would lay Commur.ity aid open to the serious criticism that it was the 
instrument of a policy aimed at the economic development of the Community 
rather than the ACP States. 
18. On thE.. bas:~s of the Commission's experience, detailed rules have been 
adopted to ensure competition on equal terms for contracts financed by the 
EDF, on th, guidelines laid down in the conventions themselves (Article 56 
of the Lom1 Convention). These principles are as follows: 
- participation in tendering procedures and other procedures for the 
award of contracts shall be open on equal terms to undertakings of 
the Member States and ACP States; any participation by nationals of 
third coun tr if•s being of an exceptional nature; 
- contract~ shaLl be awarded by open international invitations to tender. 
However, for reasons of efficiency or to assist the ACP countries, 
recourse may be taken to prior selection, urgent procedures, negotiated 
contractr or contracts awarded by administrative decision; 
- the obligations of undertakings shall be laid down in the general 
contract rules, which shall apply without exception. These provisions 
shall be supplemented by an individual specification for each contract. 
A model individual specification is in preparation; 
- the cont~act ~hall be awarded to the most favourable tender, having 
regard tc the qualifications and guarantees offered by the tenderers, 
the natu1= of the work, the price and the technical qualities of the 
services offered. 
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19. The efforts which have been made to put these principles into practice 
and to produce conditions of fair competition on equal terms for contracts 
financed by the EDF have achieved some definite results: 
- the procedures followed have, in the vast majority of cases, led to the 
completion of projects at the most economical price; 
- real competition has been made possible by the wide choice offered by 
the numerous tenders received, as a result of the increased interest 
of firms in EDF contracts; 
- although there is still room for improvement, there is now a better 
balance between the share of contracts held by undertakings from 
Member States and those from ACP states, which will enable the latter 
to make better use of their resources. 
20. However, the shortcomings of the past, especially in respect of 
the allocation of contracts according to the nationality of undertakings, 
have not by any means been totally eliminated1 Nevertheless, the 
Commission is well aware of the various forms of discrimination: the 
persistence of preferential treatment between recipient states and their 
former European colonisers; national development aid schemes; current 
monetary systems; exchange rate trends; various psychological barriers 
related to language, economic, social and climatic conditions, etc. 
21. The Commission must take more vigorous action to reduce such 
discrimination. The rapporteur is aware of the size and complexity of 
the task, but feels that it is vital, and that the political support 
of Parliament would be of great value to the Commission here. 
1 See Annex II: OJ C 112 of 9.5.1977, pages 3, 4 and 5 
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c. Control_of_implementation 
22. The rapporteur has not examined this phase of the management 
of the EDF in great detail. However, he is in a position to make 
the following comments: 
(a) Internal control 
23. The controls carried out by the services of the Commission 
itself fall into three basic stages: preliminary study, supervision 
of work and control of implementation. 
The firm of consultants engaged by the Commission for each 
project bears responsibility for the first two stages. The Audit 
Board has criticized the fact that the Commission regularly entrusts 
both the preliminary study and the supervision of work to the same firm 
of consultants, on the grounds that this arrangement could result in 
both the supervisor and the supervised being the same person. 
The rapporteur disagrees, taking the view that the Commission's 
approach is logical and that it is desirable for the same firm to be 
responsible for both planning and supervision of work. 
As regards the third stage, control of implementation, a 
distinction must be drawn between control of management and financial 
control. 
A separate study will have to be made of the role and operation 
of the aelegations, in view of their unique position in the system and 
their special status. 
(1) Commission's delegations in the ACP 
24. The unique system of delegations plays a most important part in 
the control of management and even, to some extent, in financial control. 
The effectiveness of the delegate depends on his personality 
and experience. He introduces a greater degree of flexibility into 
the Comr1ission' s administrative procedures. 
25. However, the financial and administrative rules governing the 
delegations are highly unsatisfactory: 
there are budgetary and psychological disadvantages in the fact 
that the operating expenses of delegations in ACP States, in contrast 
with those in Mediterranean countries, are charged to the EDF 
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alloca-::.ions granted to each of these States: the allocations are 
thereby reduced in inverse proportion to their state of developm<>nL, 
and the Commission's representation i.s financed by the associ.iteJ 
State. I·: is essential that the situation be changed when the 
exis~ing Convention is renewed. The rapporteurwill in fact take 
steps in dn effort to alter this regrettable state of affairs e,·en 
befo :e renewa 1. 
the :Ac suffers from serious shortcomings, pointed out by Parliament 
1 
on s~veral occasions , from the budgetary, accounting, fiscal, legal 
and personnel standpoints. The rapporteur has made Parliament's 
positi~n olain both to the appropriate Commission departments and to 
the Commi~sioner responsible. Parliament should in the near future 
be i"l a p,,sition to assess the adequacy or otherwise of the Commission 
propusals designed to correct these shortcomings. 
(2) Co 1trol of management 
26. ,:ontrol of management is essentially in the hands of the 
Commisslon delegate, who has to satisfy himself as to the sound execution 
of projects, responsibility.for which rests entirely with the national 
authorities. His supervisory activity is carried out basically through 
the firm of ,~onsultants overseeing the implementation of the project. 
As a rule, delegations are assisted by a team of specialists covering 
each of the .ireas of cooperation. 
(3) Fi.1ancial control 
27. "he financial controller of the EDF workd essentially on the 
basis o: inspection of records. He checks all the proposed commitments, 
in partjcular on the basis of the programmes. He also carries out a 
separate coni.rol within DG VIII of all the proposals and payments. 
His activitit•s are, however, restricted to acts that fall within the 
Commission's sphere of activities. As regards the implementation of 
projectL, reHponsibility for which lies exclusively with the ACP 
States, he can exercise only very indirect controls. By investigating 
the act.vities of the delegations, h: is able to form some opinion on 
the man,gement of projects by the national administrations. 
1 See, f0r example, Aigner report on the 1975 discharge (Doc. 165/77) 
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28. This ~ituation raises a legal problem in connection with the 
proposed bud~etization of the EDF and the financing of its activities 
from th? Communities' own resources: to what extent will the national 
authori;ing officer, who decides on the use of Community funds, be 
subject to the general rules governing the implementation of Community 
expendi~ure, and to financial control in particular. 
Apart from inspection of records, the financial controller carries 
out on-the-s:)ot checks (four such checks in 1977). The programme of 
visits Ls wo,:ked out in conjunction with the delegations on the basis 
of a liDt of priorities. Whereas such on-the-spot visits provide the 
financi.-1 controller with his sole opportunity of gaining an insight 
into th,! management by the national authorities - via his investigation 
of the 'eletations' activities - it has to be acknowledged that such 
visits ,,r~ expensive and that it takes a long time for the evaluation 
of the : ..:esul ts. 
(b) Externa ·c control 
29. On the. i)asis of the experience of the Audit Board, the draftsman 
intends to consider how far the activities of the Court of Auditors 
can be (Xpanded with a view to increased inspection of records, and 
above a:l on-the-spot audits, and to broader external control allowing 
assesslllt.nt of the effectiveness of financing measures on the development 
of the lC2 States. 
II. POLITICAL INITIATIVES ARISING FROM THIS WORK 
30. Generclly speaking, the practical political initiatives which 
the rapporteucwill propose on completion of his work will be designed 
to brinq dev€lopment aid financed by the EDF more within the framework 
of a Corrmunity policy. These initiatives will have to be worked out 
in collc')Oration with all the parties concerned and will represent 
the logi~al outcome of parliame~tary control. They could relate to 
thres asoE:ects of the situation. 
A. Organization_ of _parliamentary_ control 
31. Parlia.nent's acquisition of new powers in the matter of granting 
a discha~ge 01 ED? operations calls for a precise definition of the 
object of parliamentary control and the improvement of the organization 
of such ;ontrol. 
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32. The object of parliamentary control is determined by the n.:i.tur,, ur 
the power to grant a discharge. Parliament must satisfy itscl[ that th0 
funds used by th8 Commission have been employed effect ivc' I y .111<1 i 11 
accordance with -chc objectives purstwd. 
Such c0ntrol may be global, as is the case when the assessment relatc.•s 
to the resu~ts of financing and the development of the ACP countries. 
Control pow.,rs of this type are at present exercised in part by the ACP-EEC 
council of ."1inisters but not in conjunction with t'.1e budgetary control 
authority. 
Controi may also take the form of ad hoe reports, as is the case when 
the execution of specific ope~ations poses political problems. 
33 •. The organiz'3.tion of parliamentary control should also take account of 
the special nature of discharges in respect of EDF operations. Such 
operations ,re carried out on the joint responsibility of the Commission 
and the ACP states and in coordination with the Member States' development 
aid policie-,. It would therefore be desirable for the parliamentary control 
authority tcJ establish links, of a type to be determined at a later date, 
with the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly and the Committee of the EDF. 
B. Context_of_parliamentari_control 
34. Parliament's new powers in respect of granting discharges would be 
meaningless without a corresponding increase in its responsibilities as 
regards est3blishing the budget and adopting appropriations. Developments 
may still b.· out of phase, but this can only be a temporary situation and 
the budgeti.:ation of the EDF must become a reality at the latest by the time 
the convention of Lame is renewed. 
The rapport~ur is fully conscious of the dif;Eicul ties posed by 
budgetization and does not intend to make any practical proposals until the 
parties concerned have been consulted. Such budgetization should: 
- bring dev ~i..,pment aid more within the framework of a Community policy, 
- provide t,e Commission with increased funds so that it can pursue this 
policy on its own responsibility and under the supervision of the 
budgetary authority; 
- increase corrplementarity and coordination with national policies; 
- j mproVL' manaqc•m,'11 l <' f fj cj L~ncy; 
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- increase budgetary orthodoxy; and 
- ensure continuity of the association with the ACP countries. 
c. Objec·: _ of _parliamentari_ control 
35 •. The p1 actical political initiatives arising from parliamentary 
control wi:l take the form in particular of proposals for improvements in 
the managerr,ent and effectiveness of the EDF. The aim is not to usurp the 
Commission's power of initiative but to place the findings of the different 
control operaticns in a general context and make them the subject of 
practical ~ction. This was the thinking behind the first part of the 
present working document. 
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PROJECT DOSSIER - ROADS 
I. NATURE )F PROJECT 
A. Brief_description 
(1) Object of project 
(2) Aims and objectives - at local, regional and national level 
(3) M2in technical characteristics 
(4) Cost. of project 
(~) in local currency - in u.a. 
(1\ local expenditure expenditure in currency 
(c) analysis - studies, work, unforeseen contingencies and 
unexpected technical factors 
- revision of prices 
(d) in the event of co-financing financing plan 
(5) Unexpected effects - direct 
- indirect 
R~t~ of economic profitability 
B. Reguire nents met_bi_the_eroiect 
(1) Existing situation 
(a) tyFe, state and capacity of existing line of communication 
(b) existing traffic 
nJmber of heavy vehicles per day 
number of light vehicles per day 
• c nnua 1 tonnage transported 
number of passengers transported annually 
seasonal variations 
(c! difficulties encountered (bottlenecks, jams, length of 
journeys) limiting the expansion of traffic 
(2) Study of requirements 
(a) delimitation of area affected by the project 
(b) des~ription of this area: 
from the demographic point of view (present population, 
growth rate, expected trend over the next 20 years) 
- from the economic point of view 
agricultural activities - crops, acreage, products 
industrial activities - establishments, products 
c:.afts 
commercial activities 
tourism 
s-.?rvices 
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(c) development plans and projects in progress or envisaged 
in this area 
Brief description of operations indicating source o[ 
finance, costs, objectives and expected effects. 
(3) E'·olutj on of traffic 
Assessment of future traffic (over the next 20 years) to be 
mode on the basis of existing traffic, the determination of the 
econom_c potential of the area concerned and the development 
foreca:its for that area (see above). 
Fnctors to be taken into consideration: 
( 1) 'independent' traffic 
ioe. traffic which would have used the route even if the 
project had not been realized 
('.J) 'diverted' traffic 
i.9. traffic which would have used other routes if the 
pr~ject had not been realized 
(c) 'i11duced' traffic 
i.e. traffic due solely to the realization of the project. 
(4) Overall traffic assessment 
(ver a period of 20 years 
1 3) evolution of existing traffic without realization of the 
project 
(b) evolution of traffic after realization of the project 
c. Technical_characteristics_of_the_Eroject 
Standard of the project to be determined on the basis of foreseeable 
traffic developments 
- asphalt or non-asphalt road 
- speec for which designed 
- axle tJeight 
- road bed width 
- surf2ce width 
- maxim~m longitudinal gradient 
- caw~er 
- radius of curvature 
II. CONTEXT OF PROJECT 1 
A. In_rel2tion_to_the_transEort_sector_as_a whole 
(1) Structure of road, rail, inland waterway, sea and air 
trc,sport network 
(2) Qu~lities, inadequacies of network 
(3) Inteyration of project in the existing network: 
(a) at national or international level (obstructs or complements 
the networks of neighbouring states) 
(b) at r9gional level 
1A certain amount of supplementary information appears on the appended 
statistical forms. 
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B. In rel~lion to transport development policy 
------·-------------------------------..... -----
(1) Poaition of transport sector in overall planning of the economy 
(2) Principles and objectives of the transport development policy 
(3) Plan fo~ sectoral development of road infrastructure: 
(a) prL1ciples and objectives 
(bJ pri?rities 
(c practical projects 
(d funds - anticipated 
- already obtained 
(e• stage of implementation of plan 
(4) Incorporation of project in general and sectoral planning. 
To what extent is the project compatible with the requirements 
and opt~ons mentioned above? 
III .ASSESSf.'o.ENT C1F PROJECT 
A. Technic al_design 
(1) Te, hnia:i 1 description: 
(a) road surface 
(b) drajnage etc. 
(c) engineering works 
(2) Where a:rpropriate, consideration of possible variations and 
prcposed options (technical an~ economic criteria, see C (2) 
(3) Procedures for realization: 
(a) prime contractor 
(b) studies to be carried out 
(c) invitations to tender 
(d) 5upervision of work 
(e) implementation planning 
B. Financial_asEects 
(1) Cos~ of ~he investment (in local currency and u.a.) 
(a) deta::.led table of costs 
(b) costs of studies 
(c) costG of supervision of 
(d) contingency provisions 
(e) provisions relating to 
(2) Breakdown of expenditure 
(a) in currency 
(b) in local money 
of work 
work 
increases in prices 
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(3) Spread l)f expenditure 
(4) Financing 
(a; Fin~ncing plan 
- indication of sources of financing, size of contributions 
and conditions 
(b. Constraints connected with financing 
- t:i.ed or limited loans for example 
(5) Fin~nci~l effects 
(a) Costs of maintenance of project 
- c1trrent maintenance 
- gross maintenance 
- t~.metable of expenditure 
(b: Effects of maintenance on 
- the State budget 
- the budgets of local authorities 
(c; ~ffects of project on 
-· State revenue (taxes and various charges) 
- tr.e revenue of local authorities 
- the balance of payments 
C. Economic_asrects 
(1) Ca~culation of costs and advantages (over 20 years) 
(a} total expenditure (investments, maintenance costs) 
(b: total advantages (goods transport - passenger transport) 
- calculation of savings on the cost of transport 
(existing line of communication - new road) in respect 
of 'independent' traffic 
- savings made by 'diverted' traffic 
- net advantages for 'i~duced' traffic 
- expenditure avoided (if any) 
(c) calculation of internal profitability 
(2) Whe-'.'e appropriate, comparison, on the basis of the same 
cri:eria, of possible variants (see III - A - (2) ) 
(3) Fea·,;ibility study based on the following hypotheses: 
(a) real expenditure 20% higher than estimates 
{b) rAal advantages 20% below expectations 
(c) comb:.nation of (a) and (b) 
(4) Lis~ of jndirect effects 
0 
0 0 
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ANNEXES: 
1. Road networ}: 
2. Road traffi<· 
3. Carriageway maintenance 
4. Road p1oject investments already made 
5. Road project investments anticipated 
6. Road t,x 
7. Motor , ehicle transport 
8. Fuels 
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Brcakdo\\ • of works contracts by nationality of contractor 
of supply contracts by origin of goods 
of technical cooperation contracts by nationality of contractor 
l\NNEX II 
Comparison of 1st, 2nd and 3rd EDFs - Posiuon on 31 December 1976 
Gcr1111nt 
lkl~1um 
f r3ncc 
Italy 
Luxcn,ho 1rh 
1',;c1hubrd'li 
AASM/OCT 
Third countnL:i 
Total 
Country 
Germany 
lklgiurn 
Fran,c 
lraly 
---
Ncthcrl.111Js 
AASWOCf 
Work:. concracu 
--
I I I J,r FDF 2nd l·.DF 3rd tDf 1st EDF ' I 
I Value I ,, I V3luc I '/. I Value I .,,. Value I 'Yo I 
- . 
I ! 13 475 3·41 59 907 18·17 26 348 7·68 9 485 19·86 
I 8 714 2 21 20 549 6-24 20 326 5·93 2 451 5·13 
1182 209 46·21 150 533 45'66 150 576 4.1-86 17872 37-431 
57 637 14 62 26 507 8·04 51 699 15·06 4 709 9·SG 
I S25 0 21 1 884 0·57 1344 0 40 G 0 01 
: 15 071 3·82 14 899 4·52 3 811 1'11 I 3 389 7·10 
116 J61 29·52 55 415 16·80 89 182 25·961 9 432 ]9·751 
- . - - - - - ! ,09 0·86 I 
' l-;.;-292 I 343 2861 I ' 100 329 694 100 100 47753 ! 100 i 
Tcd101ca1 coopct<l.tlcn contracts 
r 1st £OF I 2nd FDF I Jrd F.DF 
_r-1~1.__V,luc-,--1 ~-, ,--V,luc c---% 
1st EDF 
Value i % 
I I I 
l-5<; I I 9 l41 19·83 26 744 \ 25·67 21 969 23·GO I 32 21J2 
lJ-59 j 6 449 13·84 10 653 ! 10·23 12 646 I 17 614 .1-61 I 
11 483 24-6-1 29710 28·51 28 007 30·09121 J 564 43·30' 
9 '/97 21·03 14 819 14·22 16 823 18·07 72 143 14·76 
553 1-40 1 591 1'53 2 158 2·32 1 484 
I 
0·30 
5 123 11·00 10 123 9·72 8 140 8·75 23 5S3 4·83 
3 S49 8·26 10 543 10 12 3 331 3·58 129 642 26·'3 
-- - - -
- - 409 O·OS 
To!al ==:~~1~_1_0_.~_1_9_.1_.__1_0_0_._ __ 9_3_(_>7_-1_,__1_0_0_ ....... l_·1_8_x_<>_4_l _, 
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('OOO u a.} 
Supply conrracts 
2nd EDF I 3rd EDF 
Value I % I Vahie I % 
I 
15 815 
1 
is•Ol 9 267 10·03 
7 279 8'29 6 481 7 02 
34 755 39·58 41 135 41-SS 
11 162 15·22 7oH 7·61 
31 I 0-04 2 105 2·28 
6 370 7-25 4 q77 5·39 
9 593 I 10·92 17 443 1S·Sq 
610 I 0·69 3 887 4·21 
37 81.\ I lOO ! 92 339 I 100 
(•OOO H a.J 
Total contracts 
2n<lCD1' I 3rd FlJr 
V.:a1ue I % I Value I % _____ , ___ !_. __ 
' 
102 ·166 I 19-64 57 5S4 10 89 
38 486 7·38 39 453 7·46 
214 99S 41 ·21 219 718 4HG 
5~ (,88 10 48 75 566 14'29 
3 506 0·67 5(.07 1·06 
31 392 (,-02 lt 928 .120 
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Breakdown of works contract, hy nationnliry of contractor 
of supply contracts by origin of gooJ~ 
of technical cooperation contracts by nationality of contractor 
3rd-EDP - Po,irion c,n 31 December 1976 
Workt contracts Supply con1racts Te,hnical cooperation COlllUCtl 
Cman(""' ot nat,onaliry of 
firm ,. 
'I', 'II, ,. 
('00() ,, ., ) 
Tout conu.u.r 
,. 
Value 31.12. 76 31.12. 75 Value 31.12. 76 ll.12. 75 -=-i,. % Jl.12.76 ll.12.75 Value ll.12.76 
----
Grrr1·1n; 26 348 7-68 8·62 9 267 10·03 
Brli:1.:111 20 326 5-93 5·71 6 481 7·02 
l-r.1n1.·e 150 J76 43-86 45·28 41 H5 44·U 
Italy SI 699 15-06 14-61 7044 7-63 
Luxembourg 1344 0·40 0·46 2 105 2-28 
Ncrhcrla11d< 3 811 1-11 0·54 4977 5·39 
AAS.\1/0C.T 89182 25-96 24-78 17 443 18·89 
Thirtl co11utru·.., 
- -
- 3 887 4-21 
------ -
Br~akdown of works contracts by nationality of contractor 
of supply contracts by origin of goods 
11·01 21969 
7·97 12 646 
45·10 28 007 
6·11 16 823 
2·59 2 158 
HO 8140 
18·15 3 331 
4·77 -
of technical cooperation contracts hy nationality of contractor 
2nd EDF - Po~irion on 31 December 1976 
23-60 24·33 
13·59 1.l-65 
30·09 30·87 
18·07 17-44 
2·32 2·00 
8·75 8·22 
3-58 N9 
- -
Work. conua, u Supply 1.onuacrs 1cch1w.1I cou1"-·racu,n cuntr.,,1, 
( nu11u, of 11.11mnalnr of 
frm 
Value % 
,. 
Value 
'II, ,.. Valut 'Yo 
,. 
ll.12. 76 ll.12.71 31.12.7(, 31.12.75 31.12.76 ll.12.75 
---
Grrmany 59 907 18·17 18·17 I.I 815 18·01 18·07 26 744 25·67 2HS 
llrlgium 20 549 6·24 6·24 7 279 8·29 8·29 10 65R 10·2.l 9·94 
FrJnrc 1.10 533 45-66 45·66 34 755 39·58 39·57 29 710 28·11 28·67 
Italy 26 507 8·04 8·04 13 362 15·22 15-24 14 819 14·22 14·11 
Luxrmhc111rr,, 1 884 0·57 0·57 31 0·04 0·04 1 591 1-53 1·54 
Ncthcrl.111,I, 14 899 4·52 4·52 6 370 7-25 7·2R .10 123 9·72 9·74 
AAS \t/OC:T 55 415 16·80 16·80 9 593 10·92 10·82 10 54R 10·12 .10·22 
Thi:J cmmtrit·, 
- - -
610 0·<,9 0·69 
- - -
-----· 
To1.1l 1329 6941 100 I 100 I 87 815 I 100 100 I 104 1931 100 JOO 
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57 584 
39 453 
219718 
75 .166 
5 607 
16 '128 
10 S9 I 
7-41\ 
41·56 
14·2':I I 
1·06 
3·20 
11 89 
42 6S 
11 hl 
\·II 
109 956110·81) 
3 887 o--~ 
rooo .... J 
------
To,al 1.·0111r.11.h 
r---Valut ,. 'll, 
31.127•_·.~~I 
102 4(,6 19-64 l'N,6 
38 4S6 7·38 7·.12 
214 998 4121 41·.!-
54 6SS 10·4S 10·41 
3 506 0·67 0 67 
31 392 6·02 6·02 
75 556 14-48 H·.10 
610 0·12 0·11 
.UI 70.? I 100 100 
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Breakdown of worl<s contr .icts by nationality of contractor 
of suppl r contracts hy origin of good\ 
of technical cooprration contracts by nationality of contractor 
ht EDF - Po,irion on 31 Drcrmbcr 1976 
Work, con1r.1cts Supply contracts Ttchmcal coop(rauon 
Country c,! na11•,n,.l1t, ,,I 
firm 
(,crmJll)' 
ll,l1:111m 
£'r.1nn.· 
lr.,ly 
' l.11,r111houq.: 
1· 
I 
Value 
13 475 
8 714 
i82 209 
57 637 
825 
% 
31.12.76 
3-41 
2-21 
46·11 
14·(,2 
0·21 
% Value 31. !2.7S 
3·41 9 485 
2-21 2 451 
4b·21 17 872 
14·62 4 709 
0·21 6 
contr.1.cts 
% % Value % '4 31.12.76 ll.12. 7S 11.12.76 11.12.71 
-
19·86 19·86 9 242 19·83 19 83 
5·13 .H3 6 449 13-84 l l-84 
37·43 -17·43 11 4R.l 24·64 24·64 
9-86 9·86 9 797 21·03 21·03 
0 01 0·01 653 HO 1·40 
rDOO••.J 
----
Total con1r.a<l\ 
v~lue 131 ~ 1~\31 i'i.1s 
.l2 202 6·5916·59 
17 614 .HI 3·61 
211 564 4HO 4l·30 
n 143 14-76 14·76 
I 484 0·10 0·30 
N c1herlantl, 
AA\M/OC..1 
'I hucl w11n1rirs 
15 071 
116 361 
I_ _ -
3-82 
29·52 
-
3-82 3 JX9 7·10 
29·.U 94H 19·75 
-
409 O·R6 
7-10 5 IH 11·00 
11·00 l 23 583 4·R3 4·H1 1'175 3 849 8-26 8-26 1!9 642 26·H 21..Sl 
0·86 
- -
409 0 08 0·08 
-------·--------------- ----·----· ----
Total 
Breakdown of "orks contracts by nationality of contractor 
of supply contracts by origin of goods 
of i.·chr.ical cooperation contracts by nationality of contractor 
<.A.1unrry c,f n11111,J111l1ty ,I 
'''"' 
( ,, 1 m.111y 
jklg111111 
} 1JllCC 
11.,ly 
l ux<mhour,?. 
NtthcrlanJ. 
o\A~M/OCr 
rhird rnuntroc, 
-
1st, 2nd and 3rd EDFs - Position on 31 December 1976 
Worln coutral ,., Surply lnnu.:1th 
99 710 9· 14 9·70 .14 11,7 J\·17 11 Hl. 
49 5H'I 4·61 4·52 16 211 7-11 7·47 
4Bl 318 4\·]H 45·77 93 762 •11·14 41 ·2.1 
135 84.l 12-71 12·48 25 115 11·02 10·63 
4 05.1 0·38 0·40 2 142 0·94 0·99 
33 7RI 3-17 .MO 14 7.16 6·47 6·05 
260 918 24-45 24·03 36 468 16·00 15·54 
- - -
4 906 2·15 2-25 
Tt\.hnkal coor«"ra1Jo11 
contr:11. .. 
57 •111 23·77 H·07 
297.13 12·20 12·04 
69 200 28•.lR 28·64 
414.19 16·99 16·68 
440? 1-80 1·68 
23 386 9·59 9-45 
17 728 7·27 7·44 
- - -
I' OOO M ••• / 
Total ,oou.u.tt 
1\l.!2H 1U9 12-R9 
91553 6-21 6·U 
646 280 41,99 42·38 
202 397 13·15 12-87 
10 597 0·69 0·69 
71 903 4·67 4·55 
JU 154 20·48 20•14 
4 906 0·32 0·33 
rural II 067 2721 100 I 100 I 227 9071 100 I 100 I 243 863 100 JOO I 1 539 0421100 I 100 
-16!1-35''· I 114-81% I 115-84% I ~ 
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OPINION UF THE COMMITTEE ON DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION 
Draftsman: Mr V. VERNASCHI 
On 17 M<1y 1978 the Committee on Development and Cooperation appointed 
Mr VERNASCHI draftsman. 
At its meetit'g of 22 June 1978 the committee considered the draft opinion 
and adopted it un~nimously. 
Present· Miss Flesch, chairman and acting draftsman; Mr Bersani and 
Mr Lagorce, 1 ice-chairmen; Mr Andersen, Mr Broeksz, Lord Castle, Mr Flamig, 
Mr Glinne anc Mr Vandewiele (deputizing for Mr Deschamps). 
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Introduction 
1. Article ~1(3) of the Internal Agreement on the financing and 
administraiion of Community aid1 states that 'the discharge for the 
financial r anagement of the Fund shall be given to the commission according 
to the pro<edure provided for in Article 206 of the Treaty.' Under this 
Article, a~ amePded by the Treaty of 22 July 19752 , the European Parliament 
alone, on a reccmmendation from the council acting by a qualified majority, 
has the right to give a discharge to the Commission in respect of the 
implementation r·f the budget. 
2. In view c,f the European Parliament's new powers in this field, the 
Control sulicom,~~ttee of the Committee on Budgets decided to 'take stock 
of the bud~etary control and financial problems in this area so as to be 
in the best possible position to assume its new responsibilities' (third 
recital of the motion for a resolution contained in the Committee on 
Budget's d1aft report). This initial assessment of the control subcommittee's 
activities in this field is now being submitted by the Committee on Budgets 
in the forrr. of a draft own-initiative report. The subject of this report 
was sufficient Justification for asking the Committee on Development and 
Cooperation for its opinion. A certain tendency to a~opt a position on 
matters which nnrmally fall within the terms of reference of the Committee 
on Develop1 :ent and Cooperation has manifested itself on various points. This 
is doubtle1s due to the very nature of the subject under consideration: it 
must be adr,itted that it is sometimes difficult to draw a distinction between 
budgetary c.ontrcl_of EDF operations ancl_ control of a political nature. 
Nevertheless, the report of the Committee on Budgets provides our committee 
with food fo~ thought, inasmuch as it does not go so far as to put forward 
practical solutfons or proposals. This is no doubt due less to reticence 
on the part of the Committee on Budgets than to the fact that, at this stage, 
it would be premature to seek to define our Institution's position in sectors 
where Commjssion proposals are currently being drawn up or have already been 
forwarded T, the European Parliament for its opinion. For example, our 
committee j; currently considering, as the committee responsible (the Committee 
on Budgets hQs been asked for its opinion), the proposal from the Commission 
for a regulation on the setting up of a European Cooperation Agency (ECA). 
1
oJ No. L 2'., 30.1.1976, p.168 
2oJ No. L 3~9, 31.12.1977, p.l 
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3. Similorly, the European Parliament will shortly be required to 
deliver its opinion on a proposal concerning the budgetization of the EDF 
and its implications. Finally, the Commission has still not finalized the 
proposals laying down the general clauses and conditions to be applied to 
the award and lmplementation of public contracts financed by the EDP, 
which means that the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors is unable to take 
any decision. 
4. The Committee on Development and Cooperation therefore agrees with 
paragraph 11 of the motion for a resolution, which indicates that the 
European Parliament 'will state its views in due course on the various 
budgetary problems to be faced in connection with the renewal of the 
Convention of Lome - budgetization of the EDF, the size of the appropriation 
to be allocated to it, the administrative and financial rules applicable to 
the services responsible for its management, etc.; will examine to that 
end, on the basis of the work of its appropriate committees, the documents 
forwarded by the Commission'. 
Our committee has already decided to draw up an own-initiative 
report on the renewal of the Convention of Lome. 
Establishment of the next EDF and the European Parliament's powers 
5. The Committee on Development and Cooperation nevertheless considers it 
appropriate in this opinion to reflect more deeply on, and raise a number of 
questions connected with the implementation of the next European Development 
Fund and with the European Parliament's role therein. 
6. Firstly, there sh~uld be a review of the conditions used to determine 
the amount of the overall allocation of the fifth EDP for the duration of 
the future Convention. 'l.'o say that it should be determined solely on the 
basis of an as~essment of the ACP States' requirements is the result of a 
well-intentioned but Utopian outlook, since, given the enormity of these 
requirements, it does not take account of the actual possibilities open to 
the Community and the economies of its Member States. A more realistic 
approach would be to take the overall allocation of the fourth EDF and to 
adjust it in the light of 
- the population of future ACP partners, 
- the G'ITT' of the EEC countries and the ACP States, 
- inflation since 1975. 
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our ~omrnittee feels that, while constituting a minimum solution, 
this method of calculation would produce a result which takes account of 
the interest.:s of cur ACP partners and of the Community's financial capacity. 
7. This in1Inec'liately raises the question of the means which are, or should 
be, open to the ~uropean Parliament to enable it to participate in the 
decision on the mnount of the next EDF. Of course, there can be no question 
of renderin0 meaningless the international negotiations between the ACP 
States and ·:he Community on this matter by committing the Community publicly 
and a prior· on the basis of a position adopted by the European Parliament 
on the actutl amount of the EDF. However, this must not prevent the 
European Pa=liament from being informed of the objectives which the Council 
and commission intend to pursue in the negotiations on the new Convention, 
so that it ea~ make known the conditions to be met by the new Convention, 
including those, mentioned above, relating to the EDF. The debate on our 
own-initiative r~port on the renewal of the Convention of Lorn~ will provide 
an opportunity f')r the European Parliament to determine its position on this 
matter. 
8. More .>Ver, the new legal situation resulting from the financing of the 
Community b·1dget entirely from own resources (which, it is to be hoped will 
take effect in 1980, when the new Convention is due to enter into force) and 
from the buagetization of the EDF, wi2.l also help to resolve the existing 
conflict, which arises from the need both to respect the European Parliament's 
powers and to allow the Community the necessary freedom of action in 
international negotiations. 
9. Under these circumstances, it would be unnecessary for the Member 
States to 1.atify the new convention, thereby satisfying a request repeatedly 
put forwarc by the European Parliament. On the other hand, the European 
Parliament w~.11 be required to ratify the Convention, in a form yet to be 
determined, thereby giving it the opportuni·cy of assessing whether the 
contents of the new Convention - including the criteria used to fix the 
total appropriations allocated to financial and technical cooperation -
comply with its guidelines. If they do not, the European Parliament could, 
as an extre~e measure, refuse to ratify the Convention on the grounds that 
it deviated too far from these guidelines. 
10. Budg:tization of the EDF has not only been called for by the European 
Parliament )Ut has also been the subject of unequivocal statements by the 
Commission. In answer, to a questionnaire drawn up by the Committee on 
Budgets, the Commissioner responsible for budgetary matters stated that 
'including th~ next BDF in the budget is one of the objectives repeatedly 
endorsed by the •.::ommission. The formal commitment called for in Mr Cointat 's 
report can ~ome only from the Council. The Commission made its own very clear 
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commitment when the present Loma Convention was negotiated. At that time 
it proposel that the fourth EDF be included in the budget. The political 
and financ.al reasoning behind this proposal was clearly set out in a 
communication to the council dated 12 June 1973 and entitled: "Inclusiun 
of the European Development Fund (EDF) in the budget and financing of the 
Fund out of +:he Community's own resources". The Commission has never 
changed its position - witness its proposal ln the 1977 preliminary draft 
budget to reserve Chapters 90 and 91 for EDF appropriations. This proposal 
is in line with Parliament's wishes. It was not accepted by the Council. 
The Commis,ion has just put forward this proposal again in the 197'3 draft 
preliminar, budget. And once again the council has rejected it.' 
11. How,•ver, when the fourth EDF was adopted, the Council agreed in 
principle ~o the budgetization of the next EDF. There are compelling 
arguments in fa·.rour of this step, although it raises a number of problems 
to which WP. wil: return later. 
12. Acc':)ptance of the principle of budgetary unity necessarily implies 
that all Commun~ty revenue and expenditure must be entered in the budget 
and be sub:ect to its rules and procedures. Without prejudging the question 
of the cla•sification of EDF expenditure as compulsory or non-compulsory, 
the Europe .n Parliament's powers as regards the establislunent of the annual 
budget mus~ be respected, as must the institutional and administrative 
rules and procedures relating to the new Convention between the ACP States 
and the Community. The existing institutional balance (or imbalance) is 
a result of the distribution of powers and jurisdiction among the Council, 
the Commission, the EDF Committee1 , the ACP-EEC Council and the ACP-EEC 
Consultative As~embly, whose power is minimal. 
1 
The EDF Committee is a consultative body cha:ir ed by the Commission 
and consisting of representatives of the Member States. It is required 
to give its opinion on financing proposals for projects submitted by 
the Commission. In the event of an unfavourable opinion, an appeal 
may be brcught before the Council (unless the commission amends or 
withdraws its ~roposal). Since the setting up of the EDF this appeal 
procedure ~as been applied in only three cases. 
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13. The European Parliament is more or less excluded. Consideration must 
be given to a problem which will arise in connection with the new Convention, 
that is, how to devise a system for budgetizing the EDF and enabling the 
European Parliament to participate in the relevant budgetary procedure 
without sed.ousl_y disturbing this institutional balance and hence endangering 
the success of b11dgetization. 
14. our conunittee agrees with the remarks contained in the report by the 
conunittee n Budgets emphasizing the important role played by the EDF delegat-
ions. More generally, as a result of the pennanent contacts it maintains 
with the representatives of the ACP States, the Commission is the only 
institution able to draw up budgetary proposals relating to the EDF and to 
administer the annual appropriations entered in the budget. If the EDF 
conunittee has lo be retained, the European Parliament should adopt the same 
position ns it took on the question of financial and technical aid to non-
associated de~eloping countries (Nolan report, Doc. 34/77), which would 
exclude tne possibility of bringing an appeal before the Council. 
15. BEfore concluding this point, it is important to mention the question 
of greater pa~ticipation by the ACP States in the working of the EDF. To 
avoid any ~mbiguity, it must be emphasized that there can be no question of 
involving the ACP States in financing decisions taken as part of the 
community bu~get. On the other hand, our conunittee has always urged that 
the ACP states should be involved more closely in the implementation of 
these d,.cisions. This does of course imply an amendment to the general 
Financi ~.1 Regulation, but our committee does not consider this to be a 
major f _·oblem. 
MatterE outstanding 
16. T~e budgetization of the EDF raises questions, referred to in the 
report by tl,e Committee on Budgets, which out committee is at present 
unable to answer. They are therefore merely mentioned below in the hope 
that t~ey will provoke fruitful discussion in the European Parliament and 
its apJropriate committees. 
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17. One problem concerns the classifications of EDF expenditure as 
compulsory or non-compulsory. Our conunittee is well aware that the existing 
system of classification in no way implies that non-compulsory expenditure is 
thereby optional. Nevertheless, it feels that the classification of EDF 
expenditure as non-compulsory might raise certain difficulties, including 
problems of a psychological nature vis-a-vis our ACP partners. It must 
be clearly explained to the ACP countries that the classification of EDF 
expenditure as non-compulsory might conceivably provide the European 
Parliament with a certain margin for manoeuvre within the framework of the 
budgetary procedure with regard to the annual tranche of the EDF proposed 
by the Conunissi0n in the preliminary draft budget, but this would in no way 
signify that the European Conununity and its Parliament did not endorse the 
Roman adage 'pacta sunt servanda'. A further difficulty raised by budgetization 
concerns the way in which EDF appropriations are distributed among the Member 
States. Will this distribution be decided as part of the budgetary procedure, 
fegardless of the criteria on which it is at present based? We feel that the 
delicate problem of distribution ought not to be resolved within the framework 
of the Conununity budget; the latter should merely indicate the main chapters 
of financial and technical cooperation, such as financial cooperation in its 
essential form (projects), Stabex, emergency aid, etc. Will it be possible 
to transfer appropriations to or from the chapter relating to the EDF? Will 
it be possible to enter provisional appropriations intended for the EDF under 
Chapter 100 of the budget? 
-our comr.iittee considers that the time has not yet come to adopt a 
position on these problems. In outlining these observations it merely wished 
to take up the points raised by the Conunittee on Budgets in paragraph 5 of its 
motion for a resolution. 
18. Finally, one of the most important questions raised by your draftsman 
concerns the effect on the administration of the EDF of an outright rejection 
of the budget by the European Parliament, given that the provisional twelfths 
system is definitely unsuitable for financial and technical cooperation. 
Conclusions 
1~ To conclude, the Committee on Development and Cooperation is able to 
approve the motion for a resolution submitted by the Conunittee on Budgets, 
particularly in view of the fact that it does not introduce a~y aspects not 
contained in the positions already adopted by the European Parliament, and on 
all other matters refers to positions yet to be adopted in. reports currently 
being drafted. The Committee on Development and cooperation will therefore 
have an opportunity of clarifying its position on the questions still 
outstanding. 
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